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1. INTRODUCTION 
The derivation of the (asymptotic) distributional properties of sample 
correlation coefficients has a long history. In 1915 Fisher considered the 
distribution of a correlation coefficient of a set of independent, bivariate 
normally distributed observations. Denoting the sample correlation coeffi- 
cient by r, he also proposed a monotonic transformation iln[(l+ r2)/ 
(1 - r2)], which produces an asymptotically normal variate usually denoted 
by x (Fisher’s z-transformation, 1921). A more general expression for the 
elements of the asymptotic variance matrix of the sample correlations of 
normally distributed sample observations that consist of more than two 
variables has been given by Hsu (1949). Steiger and Hakstian (1982) general- 
ized this result by deriving corresponding results for nonnormal observations. 
*Wesselman was affiliated with the Econometric Institute of the Erasmus University, 
Rotterdam. 
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A drawback of the last two publications is that they merely present 
expressions for the typical elements of the asymptotic variance matrix of the 
sample correlation matrix, while the application of matrix notation seems to 
be a more appropriate way of describing variance matrices. This disadvan- 
tage has been noticed before, and in recent issues of this journal two 
publications have dealt with this problem in matrix notation. Nel (1985) 
derived a matrix expression for the asymptotic variance matrix of sample 
correlations under the assumption that the observations are normally dis- 
tributed, and Browne and Shapiro (1986) obtained similar results under more 
general (i.e. nonnormal) distributional assumptions. 
In this paper we shall present a shorter and more straightforward ap- 
proach to obtain the results as described by Browne and Shapiro. Our 
method is based on a linearization theorem and some matrix notation and 
properties, which will be briefly reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3 the 
limiting distribution of 6 vec( 2 - Z) will be given, where 2 and Z are the 
sample- and population-variance matrices and n is the sample size. Although 
this result is well known in the statistical literature [see for instance Parring 
(1979, p. 87)], it will be proven here in order that this study may be 
self-contained. In Section 4 the limiting distribution of & vec(? - P) will be 
derived, where @ and P are the sample- and population-correlation matrices. 
In Section 5 the resulting asymptotic variance matrix will be compared with 
the expression as obtained by Browne and Shapiro. 
2. MATRIX NOTATION AND A LINEARIZATION THEOREM 
In the first part of this section we shall briefly review some matrix 
operators and transformation matrices that will be used in the two sections to 
come. For a complete treatment of these matrix properties one is referred to 
Magnus and Neudecker (1980, 1986). Let A and B denote an m X n and a 
p x 9 matrix respectively, and let the typical elements of A be denoted by 
a ij. The Kronecker product, denoted by @, is defined by the mp X nq 
matrix 
A@B= [aijB]. (2.1) 
When A and B are replaced by a column and a row vector respectively, then 
the Kronecker product equals a common matrix product. In symbolic form, 
when a and b denote two column vectors, then 
a@b’( = b’@a) = ab’. (2.2) 
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If A. i is the jth column, then vet A is the mncolumn vector 
A.1 
vet A = : 
[ 1 
. 
k.” 
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(2.3) 
A standard result that combines vet and @ is 
vec(ABC) = (C’BA)vecB, (2.4) 
where it is assumed that 
have 
In combination with 
K mn, which is given by 
the matrix product ABC exists, and for vectors we 
a@b=vec(ba’). (2.5) 
8 and vet a useful tool is the permutation matrix 
K mn = 2 jJ (~p~,li), P-3 
i=l j=l 
where Eij is the m x n matrix with one in its ijth position and zeros 
elsewhere. We have for A and B as defined before 
and 
K,,( A@ B) = ( BCL~)K,, (2.7) 
K ,,vec A = vet A’. (2.8) 
In what follows matrix A will be square. The (repeated) subscript of the 
permutation matrix will be omitted, as no confusion is possible. 
Defining M, by [see also the equivalent definition of M, in Browne and 
Shapiro (1986)] 
M, = ;(I + K), (2.9) 
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it is immediately derived that 
M,vecA=vect(A+A’). (2.10) 
By v(A) we denote the frn(n + 1)vector that is obtained from vet A by 
eliminating all supradiagonal elements of A. If uij is the unit vector of order 
$(n + 1) with unity in its [(j - 1)n + i - fj<j - l)]th position, then the 
($(n + l), n2) elimination matrix L, which is defined by 
L = C uij(vecEij)‘, 
i>j 
(2.11) 
performs the transformation 
LvecA = u(A). (2.12) 
A special matrix involving this elimination matrix and the permutation 
matrix K is given by 
L’LKL’L = f (Eii@.Eii) 
i=l 
= (vecE,,,..., vecE,,)(vecE,,,...,vecE,,)‘. (2.13) 
Denoting the matrix L’LKL’L by M,, we obtain 
M, vet A = vec(dg A), (2.14) 
where dg stands for the matrix operator that sets all nondiagonal elements of 
a square matrix equal to zero. [See also the equivalent definition of M, by 
Browne and Shapiro (1986).] In order to obtain vet A from v(A) in case of a 
symmetric matrix of order rr, we use the n2 x $n(n + 1) duplication matrix 
D, which can be defined as 
D = L’ i- KL’ - L’LKL’, (2.15) 
so that 
A=A’ o Do(A) =vecA. (2.16) 
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In the second part of this section we shall review a linearization result 
which will be the main statistical tool in the following derivations. It reads: 
Let y(,, be a p-component random vector where n indicates the sample 
size, and let ~1 be a $xed vector. Assume h(yI(,) - p) has the limiting 
distribution N(O,V). Let f( y ) be a vector function of y with continuous first 
derivatives existing in a neighborhood of y = EL. Let 
8f(Y) 
JY’ 
Y=P 
be denoted by v '( fi p). 
Then the limiting distribution of Jn ( f(y(,) - f(p)} is 
N [0, { v’( fi p)v’Vv(fi p)}], which will be denoted as 
G{ f(yC,,)- f(p)} 2 N[O,{v’(f;~)V’VV(f;CL)}l. (2.17) 
From this follows the asymptotic variance of f(y(,,), viz. 
(l/n)v’(fi ~*)v’Vv(f; II), where Y(~) has the asymptotic variance (l/n)V. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the first-order Taylor expansion of f(y) 
about p and can, for instance, be found in Rao (1973, p. 388), Bishop, 
Fienberg, and Holland (1975, p. 486), and Serfling (1980, p. 122). 
3. THE LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF v% ve@ - Z) 
Let the p X 1 random vector of interest be denoted by x, and suppose 
that its (finite) moments exist up to the fourth order. The first-order moment 
and the second-order central moment, better known as the mean (vector) and 
the variance (matrix) of r, are given by 
p = E(x) and Z = E(x - p)(x - p)‘. (3.1) 
The correlation matrix which corresponds to Z will be represented by 
p = ,-l/2-&-‘/2 with A=dgZ. (3.2) 
With a sample { xi; i = 1,. . . , n} of n independent and identically distributed 
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(i.i.d.) observations, the sample analogues of p and Z are given by 
$2 i Xi and e=f ,$’ (xi-$)(xi--~)t. (3.3) 
* i=r 1-l 
(Note that for finite n, 2 is a biased estimator of Z.) 
We are interested in the asymptotic variance of the sample correlation 
matrix, which is defined by 
Note that @ is defined as a function of the nonredundant elements of 2 and 
is differentiable in C. Consequently, when fi vec(e - Z) or 
fit~(I!? - C) is shown to have a limiting normal distribution, 
distribution of fi vec(f - P) follows directly by applying the 
result. Let us consider therefore first the following theorem. 
equivalently 
the limiting 
linearization 
THEOREM 1. Let 2 and 2 be the (population and sample) variance 
matrices as defined above. Then 
fiv( e - 2) 2 N(0, LVL’) (3.5) 
with 
V=E[(r-p)(x-p)‘@(x-P)(x--)‘I -(vecZ)(vecZ)’ (3.6) 
and L the elimination matrix as defined in (2.11). Hence v(e) has the 
asymptotic variance matrix (l/n)LVL’. 
Proof. Applying the Lindeberg-L&y central limit theorem, we establish 
that 
(3.7) 
(Recall that the fourth-order moments of r are assumed to be finite and that 
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vecab’= bra.) Hence, defining 2 = (l/n)CyCr(ri - cL)(Xi -/J)‘, we have 
fivec(S - Z) 2 N(O,V). (3.8) 
The difference between 2 and 2 is given by 
vec(e-Z)= -(ii--p)@(fi-p). w9 
As fi($ - p) converges in distribution to N(0, Z) and fi - ~1 converges in 
probability to zero (fi is a consistent estimator of p), (3.9) yields 
fivec(f: - 2) 4 0. (3.10) 
Rewriting vec( 2 - Z) as vec(e - 2) + vec(e - Z) and combining this with 
(3.8) and (3.10) we obtain 
&vec(e - 2) f: N(O,V). (3.11) 
[Some properties concerning the combination of convergence in probability 
and convergence in distribution can be found in Rao (1973, p. 122).] Using 
the fact that u(Z) = Lvec Z, (3.5) tallows directly. Hence (l/n)V is the 
asymptotic variance matrix of vecZ, and (l/n)LVL’ is the asymptotic 
variance matrix of u( 2). n 
Notice that the main problem in the preceding proof is that the estimator 
2 is not a weighted sum of vectors (xi - p) @ (xi - /AL), but of (xi - $) 8 
(xi -fi), for i = l,..., n. Hence, the parameter ~1 is replaced by its estima- 
tor I;. 
4. THE LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF 6 vec(f - P) 
Having knowledge of the limiting distribution of &r~(e - Z) and the 
functional dependence of P on 2, the limiting distribution of 6 vec( p - P) 
follows from applying the linearization result. The only problem is the 
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derivation of the Jacobian matrix of this function, evaluated at Z, which will 
be denoted by the p2 x tp( p + 1) matrix 
Notice that for this purpose the two matrices E’ and i are vectorized in order 
to obtain a straightforward generalization of the Jacobian matrix, defined for 
vector-valued functions as denoted in (2.17). Moreover, because of the . fi 
symmetry of Z, the matrix P can be defined as a function of the lower 
triangular part (diagonal elements inclusive) of 2 only. Therefore the supra- 
diagonal elements are eliminated by using the voperator instead of the 
vet-operator. More about matrix differentiation theory can be found in 
Neudecker (1969) and Magnus and Neudecker (1985). 
In order to obtain an expression for the Jacobian matrix denoted in (4.1) 
we start by taking the differential of (3.2) which yields 
dP = - +(dA)Ap3/2xA-1/2- $A-‘/22A-3/2(dA)+ A-‘/2(d~)A~1/2 
= - i(dA - ;PAP1(dA)+ A-‘/2(dZ)AP1/2. (4.2) 
[It would be proper to work from (3.4), but this would lead to the same 
result.] Using the vecoperator and the property (2.4), Equation (4.2) can be 
rewritten as 
dvecP= -$(PA-‘@Z)d vet A - f( Z@PA-‘)d vet A 
+(A- 1/2@A11/2) d vet Z, (4.3) 
and using the definition of M, and the properties (2.7) and (2.8), Equation 
(4.3) yields 
dvecP= - M,(Z@PA-‘)d vecA+(A-‘/2@A-1/2)dvecZ. (4.4) 
Replacing A by dg Z in (4.4) and using matrix property (2.14), we obtain 
dvecP= [(A- 1/2~A-1/2) - M,(Z@PA-‘)M,] d vecZ. (4.5) 
As vecB may be replaced by Dv(Z), and as (Z~A-‘)(‘ii~‘Eii) = 
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(Eii@Eii)(R-‘/2@A-‘/2), it follows from (2.13) that 
dvecP= [Z-M,(Z~P)M,](A-"2~A-"2)Ddv(Z), (4.6) 
so that 
v’Vv(+; Z) = [I - M,(ZBP)M~](A-~‘~@A-~‘~)D. 
The main result of this paper can now be formulated as follows. 
(4.7) 
THEOREM 2. Let {xi:i=l,..., n} be a set of n i.i.d. random vectors 
with correlation matrix P and sample correlation matrix @. Then 
pve,( F - P) 2 $0, [I - M,(Z@Z')M,] (A-1’2@A-1’2) 
xV(A-~“~SA~~‘~)[Z - M,(Z@P)M,]), 
(4.8) 
where A = dg E and V is the matrix defined in (3.6). Hence vet@ has the 
asymptotic variance matrix 
(l/n)[Z-M,(Z@P)M,](A-‘/2@A-1/2) 
xV(A-“~@A-“~)[Z - M,(Z@P)M,]. 
Proof. Combining the result for the limiting distribution of hv(e - Z) 
[see (3.5)] and th e expression for the Jacobian matrix v’Vv(P; Z), (4.8) 
follows from application of the linearization result. Notice that we used 
DLVL’D’ = V, which follows directly from the expression (3.6) for the matrix 
V and the properties (2.12) and (2.16) of the elimination and duplication 
matrices. n 
5. COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Browne and Shapiro (1986) used a completely different approach to 
derive the asymptotic variance matrix of the sample correlation matrix. The 
result is given in their formulae (3.2) through (3.5). The correspondence of 
their result with the expression given in (4.8) is evident, if one recognizes that 
the matrix I of Browne and Shapiro (1986) equals the matrix product 
(A-1’2~A-1’2)V(A-1’2.A-1’2) of this paper. 
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The method applied in this paper in order to derive the limiting distribu- 
tion of 6 vec( 3 - P) can be applied to many other (differentiable) functions 
of the sample variance matrix 2. This approach has been introduced in Van 
Praag, De Leeuw, and Kloek (1986) and Wesselman (1987), and they referred 
to it as the population-sample decomposition method. The asymptotic normal 
estimation of Z completely depends on the assumptions about the distribu- 
tion of the sample observations and is independent of the parameters to be 
estimated. It is called the sample aspect of the problem. The specification of 
the parameters as a function of u(Z) and the corresponding Jacobian matrix 
does not depend on the sample observations and stands for the population 
aspect of the problem. Hence, the specific distributions for the sample 
observations considered by Browne and Shapiro can be interpreted as sample 
problems in the population-sample decomposition context. For instance, if it 
is assumed that the observations are elliptically distributed, then the limiting 
distribution of fi vec( @ - P) is obtained by merely replacing the matrix V in 
(4.8) with 
(5.1) 
with K the common kurtosis parameter of the observed variables. The matrix 
in (5.1) is the variance matrix of the limiting distribution of 6 vec(e - 2) in 
the case of elliptically distributed observations, and the results under the 
normality assumption are obtained by setting K equal to zero (see also 
Van Praag and Wesselman 1989). 
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